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Majestic Collection • 7 Series
Elegant, traditional arm chairs designed for
stability and comfort, the Majestic collection also features the popular mix
and match components our customers enjoy. Choosing one of our
scuff- and chip-resistant frames
with a clean-out and Crypton fabrics can ensure an easy-to-clean
resident room chair that will look like
new for years to come.
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Healthcare Collection • HC Series
Designed with the healthcare needs of acute
care patients and long term care residents
in mind, Kwalu’s Healthcare collection of
arm chairs feature 2 styles of ergonomically designed arms to assist patients and
residents with ingress and egress.

While perfect as an extra seat for visitors, the high back and ergonomic
arms of the Majestic collection’s Elizabeth Arm Chair provides residents
with an easy way to lift themselves from a sitting position.

Regal Collection • 5 Series
Design your own masterpiece by combining any of the mix and match elements
of the traditional Regal collection to
meet the needs of your facility. Choose
from several arms, legs, underframes,
back shapes and upholstery styles.
Unleash your creativity!

Virginia Resident Room Chair
78 Series
Kwalu’s latest design brings a fresh new
look to our highly successful resident
room chair collections. The ultimate in comfort and style, the
Virginia resident room chair
features an ergonomic back and
specialized arm grips designed to
better help your residents lift themselves from a sitting position.
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Another chair perfectly suited with ergonomic features is the Bess
Resident chair from the Healthcare Collection.

resident and patient room collections
Momentum and Dynamic Collections
8 and 84 Series
The Momentum (angled arms) and Dynamic
(level arms) collections features various
combinations of high-, mediumor low-back heights, nonmotion and motion chairs,
with standard arms or upholstered panels
and several back shapes from which to
choose. Use a motion chair for residents
who find comfort in rocking chairs.

Fireside Collection • 10 Series
This collection of classic, fully upholstered
wingbacks, love seats and sofas are
timeless in their appeal. While the loveseats and sofas are more practical in
sitting and lobby areas, the Fireside
chairs fit nicely next to a bed or wardrobe for relaxing or receiving guests.
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Kwalu’s Acute Momentum Recliner is also available as a rocker or
Trendelenburg model (allowing patients’ feet to rest above their hearts
during certain treatments or procedures).

Acute Momentum Collection
88 Series Specifically designed for
acute care patient and treatment rooms,
the Acute Momentum collection comes with options like
heavy duty locking casters
for wheeling patients from
room to room, and IVpoles to attach IV bags
during treatments.
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Dementia and Alzheimer’s patients find comfort in the gentle rocking
features of the Momentum and Dynamic Motion chairs.

